This tutorial is intended as an accessible but rigorous first reference for someone interested in learning how to model and analyze cellular network performance using stochastic geometry. In particular, we focus on computing the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) distribution, which can be characterized by the coverage probability (the SINR CCDF) or the outage probability (its CDF). We model base stations in the network as a realization of a homogeneous Poisson point process of density λ, and compute the SINR for three main cases: the downlink, uplink, and finally the multi-tier downlink, which is characterized by having k tiers of base stations each with a unique density λ i and transmit power p i . These three baseline results have been extensively extended to many different scenarios, and we conclude with a brief summary of some of those extensions. 2 and fading distributions, as well as the noise. These simulations can be extremely time consuming and error-prone. Although system-level simulations will continue to be indispensable for cellular network analysis and design, the need for a complementary analytical approach for the purposes of benchmarking and comparison has long been compelling. Analysis can also illuminate key dependencies in the system, and provide guidance on what features and trends to more closely inspect. An obvious analogy is the computation of bit error probability (BEP) in noisy (possibly fading) channels for different modulation formats: although this too can be simply simulated, it has been indispensable to have formulas which characterize the expected BEP. Generally, these expressions are in the form of a Gaussian Q-function integral, a special function so common that it is often considered closed-form. As we will see, functions almost this simple can describe the outage probability of the entire cellular network despite the presence of an infinite number of random variables (BS locations, fading values), under fairly reasonable assumptions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The high speed global cellular communication network is one of humanity's most impressive and practically important technologies, and it continues to rapidly evolve and improve with each new generation. However, until just a few years ago, mathematical performance analysis of these networks was not possible without resorting to extreme simplifications such as the Wyner model [5] which considered only one or two interfering cells, or related models such as [6] that lumped all this interference into a single random variable that was then empirically fit to some distribution, such as a lognormal. Many other studies, e.g. [7] , [8] assume all the interferers were at the same distance away, which clearly is not the case in actual cellular networks.
The alternative to such simplified models has been simply to exhaustively simulate the networks to average out the many sources of randomness, such as the base station and user locations is in terms of the so called random set formalism, where Φ = {X i } ⊂ R d is a countable random set with each element X i being a random variable. An equivalent and usually more convenient interpretation is in terms of the random counting measure, where the idea is to simply count the number of points falling in any set A ⊂ R 2 . It is mathematically defined as
Note that Ψ(A) is a random variable whose distribution depends upon Φ. Clearly if Ψ(A) is exhaustively considered for all possible sets A, it can completely describe the PP Φ. For a more rigorous introduction to PPs, please refer to [10] or [11] . Before proceeding further, let's look at a simple example of a PP and random counting measure below.
Example 1. Consider a point process Φ S in R 2 which admits just two possible realizations: (i) Φ S = φ 1 with probability 1 4 , which consists of two points at x 1 = (1, 0) and x 2 = (0, 1) and (ii) Φ S = φ 2 with probability 3 4 which consists of three points at x 1 = (0, 0), x 2 = (1, 1) and x 3 = (2, 2) (See Fig. 1 ). This point process can be equivalently characterized in terms of the random counting measure Ψ(·), which for any set A takes two possible values: Ψ(A) = ψ 1 (A) = 1((1, 0) ∈ A) + 1((0, 1) ∈ A), Ψ(A) = ψ 2 (A) = 1((0, 0) ∈ A) + 1((1, 1) ∈ A) + 1((2, 2) ∈ A).
Clearly, Ψ(A) = ψ 1 (A) with probability 1 4 , and Ψ(A) = ψ 2 (A) with probability 3 4 . Now consider the set A = B((1, 1), 1.1) which is a ball of radius r = 1.1 around the location (1, 1) , which happens to be the location of a point in ψ 2 . Then ψ 1 (A) = 2 and ψ 2 (A) = 1.
A marked point process is a point process where a random variable (known as a mark) Q i is associated with each point X i . This mark can be a independent random variable with some distribution or it can be a function of the PP as seen from the point X i (e.g., a feature of a PP measured at X i ). For example, let PP Φ = {X i , i ∈ N} denote the locations of the BSs. We can now assign a independent random transmit power P i ∼ exp(1) to each point. The combined PP Φ M = {X i , P i } is then a marked point process. Now, we discuss some of the important statistical measures of a point process.
1) Expectation measure: The expectation measure of a point process is a function which maps a set A to the mean number of points in it. It is defined as the mean of Ψ(·):
For the PP Φ S in Example 1, the expectation measure can be computed as 
Example 2. Let f (x) = x 2 for a given point x ∈ R 2 . For the PP Φ S in Example 1, the PGFL of f can be computed as P Φ (f ) = 1 4 · 1 · 1 + 3 4 · 0 · 2 · 8 = 0.25.
The PGFL can also be used to compute the Laplace transform of a random variable F if it can written in following form:
In this case, its Laplace transform can be computed as
The PGFL is very useful. In many wireless applications, the Laplace transform of the interference is needed into order to compute the SINR. The following example shows how the PGFL can be used for this purpose.
Example 3. Base stations (BSs) are randomly deployed in an infinite 2D space R 2 and the PP Φ BS = {X i , i ∈ N} denotes their locations. The sum interference at any point y is a random variable which can be written as the summation of signals from each BS attenuated according to the standard power-law path loss model, meaning that the received power attenuates with distance r = x − y as r −α , thus
where α is the path loss exponent. Assuming P i = p, the form is the same as (4), hence the Laplace transform of the interference is given by the PGFL of the PP Φ BS with respect to the function f (x) = p x − y −α .
3) Palm distribution: The Palm distribution of a PP at a given location is its conditional distribution conditioned on the presence of a point at that location. Therefore, the Palm distribution represents how the PP would look when viewed from one of its atoms. It is useful in studying the properties of a PP as observed from one of its points (such as the distance of a point of a PP to its nearest point, or the average number of points in a ball of radius r with its center at a point of PP). Since such properties can be interpreted as marks of the points where they are observed, they can be formally studied using the Palm distribution of the corresponding marks.
Mathematically, the Palm distribution of the mark Q for the marked stationary PP
where L is an event from sample space of marks. Here P 0 [Q 0 ∈ ·] denotes the distribution of mark at origin conditioned on the fact that there is a point at the origin.
B. Poisson Point Processes
A (general) Poisson point process (PPP) is a point process with expectation measure µ(·) if 7 1) Ψ(A) is Poisson distributed with mean µ(A) for every set A.
2) For any m disjoint sets A 1 , · · · , A m , the random variables Ψ(A 1 ), · · · , Ψ(A m ) are independent.
We will be most interested in a homogeneous Poisson point process, which is a PPP with uniform intensity λ such that
where (A) is a Lebesgue measure (i.e. size) of A. An important property of a homogeneous PPP is that conditioned on the number of points in A (which is Poisson distributed with mean λ (A)), all the points are independently and uniformly distributed in A.
Example 4. Consider a PPP in R 2 with intensity λ having units of points/Area. If A is a set denoting a circle of radius r, we would have (A) = πr 2 and µ(A) = λπr 2 . The probability that there are n points in A is given by
We now list some of the important properties and statistical measures for the homogeneous PPP.
1) Campbell's theorem: : Campbell's theorem can be used to compute the expectation of a random variable F of the form (4) and thus provides a key tool to convert a sum into a (hopefully computable) integral. It states that
In the following example, we will see how Campbell's theorem can be used to compute the mean interference in a cellular system.
Example 5. Goal: find the mean interference at origin from the BSs located in the ring A :
Assuming a homogenous PPP(λ), power-law path loss, and constant transmit power p, the interference can be written as
Campbell's theorem can be usefully deployed to get the following expression:
Using polar coordinates the mean interference is
A couple observations can be made from Example 5. Consider first b → ∞, that is interference comes from the entire 2D plane outside of an "exclusion distance" a. In this case, we can observe that the interference is finite iff α > 2. This is intuitive: the average number of interferers grows quadratically with b per Example 4, so the interference each one contributes needs to reduce by more than an inverse square law if the sum interference is to remain finite. From a practical point of view, it means that free space propagation (α = 2) is not quite sufficient in a PPP network that extends infinitely in the plane. Similarly, for any a > 0 (and α > 2), the mean interference remains finite. This simple example illustrates why virtually all stochastic geometry results require α > 2 and a > 0 (or a modified path loss model like (r + 1) −α that avoids the singularity at r = 0).
2) PGFL: The PGFL of a homogeneous Poisson point process is given as
The PGFL is useful for converting an expectation of a product of the points in the PPP into a (hopefully computable) integral. As discussed earlier, the Laplace transform of a random variable F (defined in (4)) can be evaluated using PGFL as
Example 6. Consider the PPP Φ from Example 5 and assume α = 4. The Laplace transform of the sum interference at the origin can be computed as
3) Slivnyak's theorem: Slivnyak's theorem states that for a Poisson point process Φ, because of the independence between all of the points, conditioning on a point at x does not change the distribution of the rest of the process. Mathematically, this can be thought of as removing an infinitesimally small area corresponding to a ball B(x, ) for → 0, since the distributions of points in all nonoverlapping regions are independent for a PPP. This means that any property seen from a point x is the same whether or not we condition on having a point at x in Φ.
Slivnyak's theorem is quite simple, but it is important because it allows us to add a node to the PPP at any location we like, such as the origin or at a fixed distance from the origin, without changing its statistical properties. In the context of a cellular downlink network, it allows us to treat the interference as coming from a PPP despite removing the serving BS from the PPP.
4) Properties of a PPP:
We now list a few other the important properties of the PPP. new PP will also be a PPP, now with intensity m i=1 λ i . (iii) Displacement of a PPP results in a different PPP. This means that if we displace each point of a PPP by some random law, for example by adding independent and identically distributed (iid) 2D Gaussian random variables to each point, the PP consisting of these new random points will also be Poisson PP.
III. DOWNLINK ANALYSIS
We now apply these powerful tools to the analysis of a downlink cellular network [1] .
A. Downlink Model and Metrics
The key aspects of the downlink system model are as follows:
• Base stations (BSs) are located according to a homogeneous PPP Φ of intensity λ in the Euclidean plane.
• Mobile users are independently located according to some other stationary point process Φ u .
• The base stations transmit constantly with fixed power p to a single desired mobile user on any particular time-frequency resource, i.e. orthogonal multiple access within a cell. Therefore, the mobile user sees interference from all other BSs in the network but not from its own desired BS.
• Signals attenuate with distance according to the standard power-law path loss propagation model with path loss exponent α > 2. Specifically, we assume that the average received power at distance r is p rx (r) = pr −α . Necessary propagation constants -notably the path loss experienced at r = 1 -are excluded for simplicity, but can easily be incorporated into either the transmit power p or the additive noise power σ 2 .
• The SNR = p σ 2 is defined to be the average received SNR at a distance of r = 1, which is our way of handling the aforementioned missing constant.
• Random channel effects are incorporated by a multiplicative random value H for the desired signal and G i for interferer i (see (19) and (20)). For simplicity we assume these all correspond to Rayleigh fading with mean 1, so H and {G i } all are iid and follow an exponential distribution with mean 1. We note that more general fading/shadowing distributions can be accommodated as in [1] and many subsequent papers, but with a loss of tractability and without much change to the results.
• All analysis is for a typical mobile user at the origin. This user connects to the base station that provides the highest average SNR which is equivalently the one providing the highest average SINR, as well as being the closest BS. Note that a different BS could provide higher instantaneous SINR depending on the fading values. The instantaneous SINR based association will be discussed in the context of heterogeneous cellular networks in Section V.
The goal of this section is to carefully derive the probability of coverage in a downlink cellular network. The coverage probability is defined as
which is exactly the CCDF of SINR over the entire network, since the CDF gives P[SINR ≤ τ ].
It can be thought of equivalently as:
1) the probability that a randomly chosen user can achieve a target SINR τ , 2) the average fraction of users who at any time achieve SINR τ , or
3) the average fraction of the network area that is in "coverage" at any time.
The SINR of the mobile user at a random distance R from its associated base station can be expressed as
where
is the cumulative interference from all the other BSs, excluding the tagged BS for the mobile user at the origin o which is denoted by B o . Interfering BS i is located at X i .
B. Distance to the Nearest Base Station
An important quantity is the random distance R separating a typical user from its tagged base station. Since each user communicates with the closest base station, no other base station can be closer than R, so all interfering base stations must be farther than R. The probability density function (PDF) of R can be derived using the simple fact that the null probability of a 2-D Poisson process in an area a is exp(−λa). 
Therefore, the CDF is P[R ≤ r] = F R (r) = 1 − e −λπr 2 and the pdf can be found as
This Rayleigh distribution (in r) thus describes the nearest neighbor distance in a PPP, a well known classical result [11] .
C. Interference Characterization
The interference I R is a standard M/M shot noise [11] , [12] created by a Poisson point process of intensity λ outside a disc at centered at the origin o and of radius R, for which some useful results are known. To characterize the interference, we compute the Laplace transform of random variable I R at s conditioned on the random distance R = r to the closest BS from the origin, which we denote as L I R (s). The Laplace transform definition yields
Now using the independence of the G i 's, we can move the expectation with respect to G i inside the multiplication
Using the PGFL of PPP with respect to the function f (
Employing a transformation to polar coordinates x = (x, θ), we get
The integration range excludes a ball centered at 0 and radius r since the closest interferer has to be farther than the desired BS, which is at distance r. Since G i ∼ exp(1), the moment generating function of an exponential random variable gives
Armed now with an expression for the Laplace transform of the interference, we proceed to the main result.
D. Coverage Probability
Conditioning on the nearest BS being at a distance r from the typical user, the probability of coverage relative to an SINR threshold τ can be written as
Using the distribution f R (r) derived in Subsection III-B, we get
Using the fact that H ∼ exp (1), the inner probability term can be further simplified as
where L I R (s) is the interference Laplace transform we just computed. This gives a coverage expression
From (28) we have
and employing a change of variables u = (x/r) 2 τ − 2 α results in the expression
The following theorem provides the final expression for the coverage probability, which is found by plugging (31) into (30) and simplifying, with a final substitution of v = r 2 .
Theorem 1. The probability of coverage of a typical randomly located mobile user is
This fairly simple integral expression already hints at some of the key dependencies on the SINR distribution in terms of the network parameters. However, it can be further simplified in three practical special cases that we now explore.
E. Special Cases
We now consider three special cases where the expression in Theorem 1 can be further simplified. These correspond to exploring the high SNR regime SNR → 0 -equivalently referred to as the "no noise" or "interference-limited" case -and to the case where the path loss exponent is constrained to be α = 4, which is a fairly typical value for terrestrial propagation at moderate to large distances [13] . There are three such combinations of these simplifications that we consider.
1) Noise still present, α = 4: In this case, the probability of coverage can be written as
where ρ(τ, 4) can be computed as
Let us define κ(τ ) = 1 + ρ(τ, 4).
Now, note that
x exp(−y 2 /2)dy is the standard Gaussian tail probability. Using above result, we get for α = 4 in Theorem 1:
where SNR = p/σ 2 . This expression is practically closed-form, requiring only the computation of a simple Q(x) value which is similar to the BER expression for a single link in AWGN.
2) Interference-limited, any path loss exponent: The coverage probability for the noiseless case can be easily obtained from Theorem 1 by substituting SNR = ∞ and evaluating the now trivial e ax dx integral. The result is given by the following simple expression
3) Interference-limited, α = 4: When the path loss exponent α = 4, the no noise coverage probability can be further simplified to
This is a remarkably simple expression for coverage probability that depends only on the SIR threshold τ , and as expected it goes to 1 for τ → 0 and to 0 for τ → ∞. For example, if τ = 1 (0 dB, which would allow a maximum rate of 1 bps/Hz), the probability of coverage in this fully loaded network is 0.56.
Cellular engineers will notice that this value of coverage probability seems low for τ = SINR = 1. This is for several reasons, including that we have ignored sectoring and other antenna gains and that all BSs are transmitting at all times (worst-case interference, i.e. a fully loaded frequency reuse 1 system).
F. Validation
A very natural question to ask is whether these mathematical results reasonably describe realworld cellular networks, which do not typically have a Poisson BS distribution. Real cellular networks are obviously deployed in a more strategic manner than just random independent dropping, and for this reason a regular grid -either square or hexagonal -has been used most frequently. However, this is idealized in the other direction, and are too perfectly regular. Thus, for simulation-based studies the grid-based BS locations are sometimes perturbed by a random variable, for example a zero mean 2D Gaussian or a 2D uniform random variable [14] , to account for the imperfections relative to the regular grid.
A representative illustration can be seen in Fig. 2 that shows a 40 km ×40 km section of a realworld LTE network in a large flat urban American city, and a sample of BSs from a Poisson point process of the same density. One can also easily imagine a hexagonal or square grid. Subjectively, it is straightforward to observe that this real-world LTE network lies somewhere between the two extremes of perfect regularity (hexagonal or square grid) and complete randomness (PPP).
Thus, we would expect that the SINR coverage probability of a real-world LTE-like cellular network to also be bounded by these two extremes, as pointed out long ago by [15] .
Indeed, the coverage probability does quantitatively lie between these two extremes in general.
A representative plot is given in Fig. 3 , where the coverage probability for the actual BS locations is seen to lie roughly between a square grid and the PPP. The curves have the same shape and it can be observed that the Poisson curve is pessimistic by about 2dB over nearly the entire SINR range. The gap depends on the actual base station layout used, as well as the path loss exponent.
This strong similarity between the SINR coverage probabilities for different BS layouts has been explored rigorously in subsequent work. Haenggi and his collaborators have shown that for BSs drawn from any motion invariant point process, it is possible to rigorously characterize (38) the SINR coverage probability using the corresponding expression for a PPP layout, and adding a horizontal SINR shift in dB [16] , [17] . For example, he shows that the shift from the PPP to a hexagonal lattice is 3.4 dB which is the maximum for any layout. This is similar to the shift we can empirically observe in Fig. 3 for the square grid, which Haenggi showed had an average shift of exactly 3 dB [16] . Therefore, one can use the PPP for analysis, and then add a calibrated horizontal SINR shift of 1-3 dB depending on the regularity of desired BS layout.
Another interesting recent theoretical result shows that even completely regular networks like the hexagonal grid effectively appear to be Poisson when there is sufficient shadowing [18] .
That is, instead of modeling the network as hexagonal grid BSs with lognormal shadowing, one could instead simply perturb the BS locations (and hence the path loss from each one) to account for the randomness introduced by shadowing. With sufficiently large shadowing (about 10dB, a realistic value), the perturbations are large enough to make the resulting point process effectively Poisson. Thus, the randomness in the PPP layout (and its resulting loss in SINR vs. a regular layout) can be interpreted as being due to lognormal shadowing, which provides further justification for using a PPP for the BS locations.
IV. UPLINK ANALYSIS
We now consider the uplink analysis of a cellular network as first explored in [2] and later extended in several followup publications such as [4] , [19] , [20] , [21] . Similar to the downlink case, the uplink analysis focuses on the distribution of the received SINR from the typical mobile user at its serving BS (termed tagged BS), with the interference now coming from all the mobile users in the rest of the network. Fig. 4 gives a visual representation of the uplink system model.
Unlike the downlink case, the exact characterization of the uplink SINR is not available. The main goal of this section is to highlight key challenges that appear in the analysis and provide one representative analytical approach that gives a close approximation for the SINR distribution.
Pointers to other approaches (usually variants of the presented approach) will also be provided.
A. Model and Preliminaries
Many of the downlink modeling assumptions from Sect. III are adopted here, including the BS locations following a homogeneous PPP with density λ; the use of power law path loss, Rayleigh fading, and Gaussian noise σ 2 ; and the maximum average received power based association rule (a mobile user would attach to the BS to which it has the smallest average path loss).
Additional modeling assumptions for the uplink analysis are:
• The mobile user locations (before associating with a particular BS) are assumed to form a realization of a homogeneous PPP with density λ u . This is well motivated, since mobile users really do take up nearly independent locations in many circumstances. This is how cellular networks are generally simulated in practice, by using a uniform distribution of users (which is equivalent to a PPP in a given area conditioned on the number of users).
• Each BS has a single active uplink user scheduled on a given time-frequency resource which is randomly chosen from all the users located in its Voronoi cell, as in the downlink.
Therefore, the user PPP λ u can be thinned to get a point process Φ a which denotes the locations of the active users. Crucially, this thinning is not independent as only one user per BS can be selected among all users located in that BS's Voronoi cell. This fact causes major complications for the uplink analysis.
• In light of the previous point, for tractability, we assume that the active users also form a PPP even after associating just one per BS. It has been shown through simulations that this approximation, although conceptually dubious, does not effect the coverage probability result too much [2] , [4] . This is also demonstrated in Fig. 5 , where the analytical and simulation results are shown to match closely. Since there is one active user per cell, the density λ a of this thinned PPP of active users should be set equal to the density of BSs, i.e. λ a should be set equal to λ.
• The typical mobile user is located at the origin and connected to the nearest BS located at B 0 that we term as the tagged BS.
• As shown in Fig. 4 , we denote the distance between an interfering user (located at X i ) to the tagged BS by X i − B 0 = D i , and the distance of the interfering mobile to its serving BS by R i . The distance between the tagged BS and the typical user (for which the uplink SINR distribution is computed) is denoted by a random variable R.
• The mobiles utilize distance-proportional fractional power control of the form R α i , where ∈ [0, 1] is the power control factor. Thus, as a user moves closer to the desired base station, the transmit power required to maintain the same received signal power decreases. This is very similar to the uplink operation in LTE and includes fixed transmit power ( = 0) and perfect channel inversion ( = 1) as special cases.
Unlike the downlink case, where the interference field could be readily modeled as a homogeneous PPP outside an exclusion zone defined by the serving BS, the characterization of the interference field in the uplink case is far more challenging. For instance, note that an interferer (mobile user) in the uplink case can actually lie closer to the tagged BS than the transmitter of interest (typical user). One way of approximately characterizing the interference field is by accounting for the simple fact that a user is deemed to be interfering if it is not served by the tagged BS (our BS of interest). If we denote the distance of an interferer to the tagged BS by d, this event is equivalent to finding at least one BS in a ball of radius d centered at the interfering user. The probability of this event is therefore given by (1 − exp(−πλ 0 d 2 )). In other words, a user located at the distance d from the tagged BS will be deemed interfering with probability (1 − exp(−πλ 0 d 2 )). Therefore, the effective interference field as observed from the tagged BS can be modeled as a non-homogeneous PPP Φ Ia with a radially symmetric distance dependent intensity function λ Ia (d) = λ(1 − exp(−πλd 2 )) (relative to the tagged BS) [4] .
Under this system model, the uplink SINR of the typical user at the tagged BS is
where interference I is given by
If = 1, the numerator of (40) becomes Hp, with the path loss completely inverted by the power control, and if = 0 no channel inversion is performed and all the mobiles transmit with the same power p. Recall also from the above discussion that the interference field Φ Ia and hence the interference power distribution turn out to be independent of the desired signal power from the typical user (given by the numerator term HpR α( −1) of (40)). This is an outcome of the way interference field is modeled and will be useful in the coverage probability analysis presented later in this section.
B. Distribution of Serving Link Distances (R and R i )
For the above setup, the random variable R can be shown to be Rayleigh distributed by differentiating the null probability of PPP similar to the previous section. Its PDF is given by
which for this setup is exact.
Recall that R i is the link distance between the interfering user and its serving BS, which is determined by the smallest average path loss rule. Now, the random variables {R i } are identically distributed but not independent in general. The dependence is induced by the structure of the Poisson-Voronoi tessellation and the restriction that only one user can be active in each Voronoi cell in the time-frequency resource block of our interest. A reasonable approximation for the marginal distribution of R i is the Rayleigh distribution (given by (42)). 1 As discussed earlier, modeling dependencies between these random variables is however very challenging. That being said, the dependence between R i and the distance D i of the interfering user from the tagged BS can be approximately modeled by noticing that R i is always upper bounded by D i . Note that R i cannot be bigger than D i because the distance of an interfering user to its serving BS has to be smaller than its distance to the tagged BS (otherwise tagged BS will become its serving BS). Accounting for this fact, the distribution of R i conditioned on D i is given by
which is a truncated version of the Rayleigh distribution. As noted earlier, the above distribution is an approximation. Using these distance distributions, we characterize interference next.
C. Interference Characterization
The net interference at the tagged BS is the sum of powers from all the transmitting mobiles (modeled by the PPP Φ Ia ). Under the power control model described in the previous subsection, this power depends upon the distance of a mobile to its serving BS and the power control factor 1 As an aside, it should be noted that (42) slightly overestimates Ri because of the fact that the tagged cell is larger than any other randomly chosen cell in the network, which means Ri should in general be smaller than R. This disparity is because of the waiting bus paradox (also called Feller's paradox). Interested readers can refer to [19] for more details.
∈ [0, 1]. For this setup, we now compute the Laplace transform of interference distribution observed at the tagged BS. Recalling that the interference is denoted by I, we get:
Using the independence of G i 's and R i 's across Φ Ia , we get
Since G i ∼ exp (1),
Now using the PGFL of a PPP and the fact that the interference field Φ Ia is a non-homogeneous PPP with distance-dependent density function λ Ia (d) = λ(1−exp(−πλd 2 )) relative to the tagged BS, we get
Using the PDF of R i , given by (43) , the Laplace transform of interference can be further simplified to
Recall that in this approach the interference distribution I is not a function of the distance R from the typical user to its tagged BS. This is the key difference between the downlink analysis presented in the previous section and the approximate uplink analysis presented in this section.
D. Coverage Probability
Similar to previous section, we will compute the uplink coverage probability which is defined as the CCDF of uplink SINR, i.e., the probability that the uplink SINR at the tagged BS is greater than the target SINR τ . Starting from the definition of uplink coverage probability and SINR, we
Since H ∼ exp (1), we get
Now the Laplace transform of interference at s = τ p −1 r α(1− ) is given as
Using the expression of Laplace transform of interference, we now provide the final coverage expression in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. The uplink coverage probability is given by:
where ν(r, λ, α, ) is given by
Since this result is derived under various simplifying assumptions, it is important to validate it by comparing it with the results obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. We perform this comparison in Fig. 5 for the setup with λ = 4 × 10 −6 BS/m 2 (4 BSs per square km), α = 4, and p = 1. We assume interference-limited scenario, where the interference power dominates the thermal noise (i.e., σ can be assumed to be 0). We get an almost perfect match for all values of the power control parameter . Through extensive simulations, we have noticed that this expression works quite well for all the values of simulation parameters that we considered. This is attributed to the careful handling of dependencies between various random variables involved in the derivation.
E. Special Case
The coverage probability expression can be simplified for the full channel inversion power control case ( = 1) in the interference-limited scenario. The uplink coverage probability for the full power control case ( = 1) assuming no noise (σ 2 = 0) is given by
where L I (s) is independent of r and is given by (49) with = 1.
This concludes our discussion of a representative analytical approach for uplink coverage analysis that maintains a fine balance between analytical tractability and the accurate modeling of various dependencies that appear in the uplink model. Due to the complexity involved in the uplink analysis, there are several other approaches and generative models proposed in the literature. A representative set of such works is [2] , [4] , [19] , [20] , [21] .
V. HETEROGENEOUS CELLULAR NETWORK ANALYSIS
We now focus on the modeling and analysis of downlink heterogeneous cellular network (HCN), commonly referred to as a "HetNet" [22] . We consider k overlaid tiers of BSs that differ in terms of the transmit power, deployment density, and target SINR. These tiers model overlaid macro, micro, pico, and femtocells, as well as distributed antenna systems. As was the case in the previous two sections, our emphasis will be on exposing the analytical tools without worrying about covering all possible generalizations.
A. HetNet Model
The key aspects of the downlink HCN model follow [3] and are:
• The BS locations of the i th tier are modeled by an independent homogeneous PPP Φ i with density λ i . This extends the cellular model introduced in Section III to k overlaid tiers of BSs.
• All the BSs of the i th tier are assumed to transmit at the same power p i . As an example, we could have k = 3 with λ 3 = 10λ 2 = 100λ 1 and p 1 = 10p 2 = 100p 3 as an approximation for a conventional macrocell network (tier 1) overlaid with picocells (tier 2) and numerous end-user deployed low-power femtocells (tier 3).
• To maintain generality, the target SINR for the i th tier is modeled as τ i . Combining this with the previous two bullets, i th tier can be completely characterized by the tuple {λ i , p i , τ i }.
• We consider open access network where a given mobile user is allowed to connect to any BS in the network without any restriction. This is best-case from an SINR coverage probability point of view.
• As in Section III, the users are modeled according to some stationary point process Φ u , which is assumed to be independent of the BS locations.
• Power law path loss and iid Rayleigh fading are assumed as before. Therefore, the received power from an i th tier BS distance r away is p i Hr −α , with H ∼ exp(1).
• The analysis will again be performed on a typical mobile user assumed to be located at the origin. As in Section III, all the BSs in the network are assumed to be active. In view of the above model, the SINR assuming the typical user connects to an i th tier BS
where I(Φ \ {X i }) denotes interference and σ 2 is the constant additive noise power.
B. Cell Association
In the previous two Sections, we used an the average power-based cell association, which was equivalent to associating with the closest BS in terms of the Euclidean distance. This meant that the coverage footprint of each BS corresponded to a "cell" of the standard Poisson-Voronoi tessellation as demonstrated in Fig. 2 . This however is not true for HCNs due to the differences in the transmit powers of the BSs across tiers. For instance, the downlink signal from a femtocell located 100m from a mobile user will usually be much weaker compared to the downlink signal from a macrocell located at 500m, due to the much lower transmit power of a femtocell. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 , where the space is tessellated based on the maximum average received power, i.e., all the points lying in a "cell" receive maximum average power from the BS located at the nucleus if that cell. Due to the differences in the transmit power, this tessellation corresponds to a multiplicatively weighted Voronoi diagram, where smaller cells represent coverage footprints of low power BSs, such as femtocells. In particular, Fig. 6 illustrates two tier scenario where large circles represent macrocells and small blue circles represent femtocells. Clearly, the footprints of the femtocells are much smaller than those of the macrocells.
While we can very well consider average power-based cell association (as in Section III), we choose to study instantaneous power-based cell selection, where each user connects to its strongest BS instantaneously, i.e., the BS that offers the highest received SINR. This choice will let us demonstrate a slightly different analytical approach that will be useful for the readers to master. Under this cell association rule, the typical user at the origin is in coverage if
is given by (59) . The key challenge in the downlink analysis under this cell association scheme is that fact that the closest BS from each tier is not necessarily the serving BS due to the presence of fading. This does not allow us to fix the serving BS in the same way as we did in Section III. The coverage probability analysis for the typical user in this setup is performed in the next subsection.
C. Coverage Probability
Recall that we assume open access network where the typical mobile mobile user is allowed to connect to any BS in the network. Under this assumption, the mobile user is said to be in coverage if the received SINR from at least one BS is higher than its corresponding target τ i .
This can be mathematically expressed as:
As demonstrated first in [3] , the analysis greatly simplifies for τ i > 1 (0 dB) for all tiers. This is because under this assumption at most one BS across all k tiers can satisfy the coverage condition, i.e., at most one BS can provide SINR greater than the required SINR threshold. To understand this intuitively, consider a system with two BSs. Denote the received powers from these two BSs at the mobile user by a 1 and a 2 . Depending upon the choice of the serving BS, the received SINR will be either a 1 a 2 +σ 2 or a 2 a 1 +σ 2 . If a 1 a 2 +σ 2 > 1, it means a 1 > a 2 + σ 2 , which in turn implies a 1 > a 2 . Therefore, a 2 a 1 < 1, which further implies that the received SINR from the other BS is a 2 a 1 +σ 2 < 1. In short, only one of the two SINRs can be larger than 1 (0 dB). Thus if we enforce the target SINRs for all the tiers to be larger than 1, the coverage condition can be met by at most one BS. As an aside, note that this result can actually be extended to show that at most m BSs can meet the coverage condition if the target SINR is greater than 1/m for any positive integer m. Interested readers are referred to [3, Lemma 1] for more details.
For the rest of this Section, we assume τ i > 1, ∀ i, which means the typical mobile user can connect to at most one BS (as discussed above). Under this condition, the coverage probability can be expressed in terms of the sum of the indicator functions as follows:
where (a) is in general an upper bound (by union bound) but holds with equality if at most one of the BSs satisfy the coverage condition, which is precisely the case when we assume τ i > 1, ∀ i. We first compute the inner expectation, which can be written as
where we defined Φ = ∪ k i=1 Φ i for notational simplicity. The reason for converting the summation over Φ i to Φ will be clear shortly. Note that the above expression is simply the expected value of the sum of the function f (
Since function f (·) is dependent on both X i and point process Φ \ {X i }, we cannot apply the standard Campbell's theorem that we discussed in Section II. Note that the dependence of function f (·) on Φ \ {X i } is because the interference I(Φ \ {X i }) observed at the typical user is the function of the received powers from all the BSs, except the serving BS located at X i .
In order to evaluate the above expression we need to use the closely related Campbell-Mecke theorem, which for the homogeneous PPP can be expressed as [23, Equation (4.71)]:
Let us first compute E [f (x i , Φ)] below:
where note that the "interference" term I(Φ) is now sum of received powers from all points of the PPP (i.e., point x i is not excluded), which follows from the Campbell-Mecke theorem given by (63). Also, the λ i λ factor is due to the term P (x i ∈ Φ i ) which is equal to λ i λ from the independent thinning theorem. Now combining (62), (63), and (66), we get
Substituting (67) into (62), we get
For notational simplicity, we denote I(Φ) = k j=1 X j ∈Φ j p j H X j X j −α by simply I. Now using the fact that H X i ∼ exp(1), we can express coverage probability in terms of the Laplace transform of I as follows:
The Laplace transform of interference can now be computed as follows:
where (a) follows from the independence of PPPs modeling different tiers, (b) follows from the independence of the fading variables H X j 's (generic fading variable is denoted by H in this step), and (c) follows from the Rayleigh fading assumption, i.e., H ∼ exp (1) . Now we can use the PGFL of PPP to convert product over the PPP to an integral as follows
Converting from cartesian to polar coordinates x j = (r, θ), we get
To simplify this integral further, we perform the change of variable (sp j ) − 1 α r → u, which gives
where ζ(α) = 2π 2 α csc( 2π α ). Substituting this expression in (69) gives the final expression for coverage probability p c ({λ i }, {τ i }, {p i }), which is given next. 
where ζ(α) = 2π 2 α csc( 2π α ).
D. Special Cases
As in the macrocell-only case studied in Section III, we now consider some special cases which offer further simplifications of Theorem 3 and additional insights. Corollary 1. In an interference-limited network, i.e., σ 2 = 0, the downlink coverage probability of a typical mobile user simplifies to
This follows immediately from Theorem 3 with σ 2 = 0. This is a remarkably simple closedform expression, which is useful in understanding how coverage probability depends upon various system parameters, such as the transmit powers of different tiers.
2) Same per-tier SIR thresholds: If the per tier SIR thresholds are the same (τ i = τ ∀ i), which is quite reasonable, it can be observed that the coverage probability simplifies to:
From the above result, we can observe that the coverage probability is independent of the density of the BSs, number of tiers, their respective powers which indicates that the SIR distribution is invariant of density and transmit powers. It can be intuitively seen by the fact that as we increase the density of BSs by some factor, the serving BS and interfering BSs close in to the user with same factor, leaving the SIR invariant.
Unsurprisingly, with k = 1, i.e. the single tier case, we also get the same result, since there is only a single τ by definition. Comparing (77) with (38) , they are related, but not identical due to the different association rules considered. Namely, here we allow association to the highest instantaneous SINR, including fading, and assume that the threshold for success is τ i > 1. We will comment on the extensions to τ i < 1 in the next Section. Recall that we chose to look at a slightly different cell association rule to demonstrate additional tools (such as the Campbell-Mecke theorem) that did not explicitly appear in the previous two sections. Under the average power based cell association, the downlink and uplink analyses presented in Sections III and IV, respectively, can both be extended to downlink [24] and uplink [4] HCNs without the need for using any additional tools.
VI. EXTENSIONS
The model and results in this tutorial have been extended and generalized in many directions.
Without any hope of discussing them all, we focus now on a few important classes of such generalization. Please refer to [25] , [26] for a more comprehensive summary of the recent results, especially on HCNs.
A. Incorporating general channel models
The assumption of Rayleigh fading (exponential distribution for the channel power gain) leads to a particularly convenient form for the coverage probability in terms of the Laplace transform of interference power distribution, which is in general easier to characterize than the probability density function of interference power [27] , [10] . Technically, assuming Rayleigh fading for only the serving link is sufficient to express the coverage probability in terms of the Laplace transform of interference, which means the fading distribution for the interfering links can be generalized without loss of tractability, as done in [1] . The generalization of the fading distribution for the serving link is usually much more complex [28] , [29] . One key exception is when the channel power gain of the serving link is chosen from the exponential family, in particular, Gamma distribution (e.g., Nakagami-m). In the case of Nakagami-m, the coverage probability can be expressed in terms of the higher-order derivative of the Laplace transform of interference, which is relatively easier to evaluate compared to a more general distribution [30] , [31] .
In addition to the direct extension discussed above, note that the effect of general fading and shadowing distributions can also be incorporated by treating them as equivalent random perturbations in the locations of the BSs. Using the displacement theorem, their effect on the received power can be incorporated by transforming the original homogeneous PPP of the BSs into a new homogeneous PPP whose density depends upon the fractional moment of the shadowing distribution. For more details, please refer to [32] , [33] , [28] , [29] and the references therein.
Finally, while power law pathloss model with an arbitrary exponent α > 2 is a good starting point and quite common in both theory and practice, more general pathloss model have also been incorporated in the analyses. One way is again to transform the original PPP to an equivalent PPP where the effect of more general pathloss model will appear in the density of the transformed PPP [28] . Another is to use a multislope power law path loss model where the path loss exponent increases as a function of the link distance [34] , [35] . The multislope model is more flexible and accurate, and can have interesting implications particularly for dense networks [36] .
B. Various cell selection strategies
There are three general classes of cell selection strategies: (i) average power based, where the receivers connect to the BSs providing maximum average received power (considered for downlink analysis of macro-only case in Section III), (ii) instantaneous power based, where the receivers connect to the BSs providing maximum instantaneous received power (considered for the HCN analysis in Section V), and (iii) strategies with cell selection bias, where an additional parameter, termed the cell selection bias, is considered along with the received power, e.g., see [37] . Note that while we considered only maximum instantaneous power based strategy for the HCN analysis in this tutorial, extensions to both average power based cell selection [24] , [38] and in the presence of cell selection bias [24] , [37] are known. We also only considered open-access case for HCNs in this tutorial, where users are allowed to connect to any BS in the network.
This requirement of open-access is often not satisfied, in particular for femtocells and if WiFi is introduced in a so-called multi-RAT (radio access technology) network. Reference [3] also handles closed-access (which reduces the coverage probability and violates the SIR invariance property) and the multi-RAT case is considered in [37] .
The rationale for cell selection bias stems from the desire to maximize the per link data rate, which is related to but is not necessarily equivalent to the SINR. Particularly in an HCN, too many of the mobiles connect to a macrocell, because of its high power, leaving the small cells underutilized and the macrocells heavily congested. The selection bias is a simple and crude but remarkably effective tool for pushing mobiles onto the small cells, and has been observed to achieve near-optimum results when the bias is chosen correctly [37] , [39] .
These three strategies may appear to the different at the surface, but are fundamentally related.
For instance, it can be shown that the maximum instantaneous power based cell selection in the presence of general fading is equivalent to the maximum power based cell selection in the absence of fading in an equivalent PPP (where the effect of fading has been incorporated in the density of the equivalent PPP) [28] .
We conclude this discussion about cell selection strategies by revisiting the assumption in Section V that τ i > 1 (0 dB) for all tiers. This assumption allowed us to use union bound in the coverage analysis with equality, thereby lending tractability to the downlink HCN analysis.
The analysis has been extended to τ i < 1 in [40] , [33] using two entirely different approaches.
Naturally, the resulting expressions in both the cases are not as nice as the ones that we get under the assumption τ i > 1, ∀i. The extension in [40] is based on deriving the joint distribution of interference and maximum signal strength using tools from [41] . On the other hand, the extension in [33] is based on deriving the k-coverage result for cellular networks.
C. More general spatial setups
BSs are not independently placed in practice, but the results given here can in principle be generalized to point processes that model repulsion or minimum distance, such as determinantal [42] and Matérn processes [43] . Other recent results from Haenggi indicate that a fixed positive SINR shift (e.g. about 2 or 3 dB) can be applied to the results obtained under the PPP assumption to yield accurate results for other more general point processes, or even the hexagonal grid [17] .
On the same lines as above, the BS locations across tiers in an HCN also exhibit dependence.
For instance, an operator will likely not deploy a picocell very close to a macrocell. This repulsion has been modeled in [44] using a Poisson Hole Process (PHP) [45] , [46] . The idea is to carve out holes around the macro BS locations in which certain types of small cells, such as picocells, cannot be deployed. The small cell locations in such a setup are modeled by a PHP where the holes are driven by the macrocell locations.
Finally, throughout this tutorial, we assumed that the user locations are independent of the BS locations. While this is a preferred case for the analysis of coverage-centric deployments, as was the case in conventional macro-only networks, this is not quite accurate for the analysis of capacity-centric deployments, where the BSs are deployed at the areas of high user density (and hence high data traffic). In such cases, it is important to model correlation in the BS and user locations. This correlation has recently been modeled in [47] using a Poisson cluster process (PCP) model where the small cells are assumed to lie at the cluster center around which the mobile users form clusters with general distribution. The analysis is enabled by new distance distributions and analytical tools recently presented in [48] , [49] . On similar lines, if small cell deployments exhibit clustering, they can also be modeled using PCP, as done in [50] .
D. Multiple-input multiple-output HCNs
While this tutorial assumed single-antenna per wireless node (both BSs and users), the analysis has already been extended in several important ways in the literature to incorporate multiple antennas per BSs and/or users. One fundamental consideration in networks with multi-antenna nodes is that the received power distribution from a given wireless node (BS or a user) will be different depending upon whether that node is a serving node or an interfering node (due to the so-called beamforming or the precoding gain). This consideration alone complicates the analysis of MIMO HCNs significantly. For instance, as discussed in detail in [51] BSs can be shown to be exponentially distributed. Therefore, the effect of MIMO transmission techniques can be effectively captured by considering different effective fading distributions for the serving and interfering links.
As discussed above, under Rayleigh fading, the channel power distribution of the serving link can be modeled as Gamma, which as discussed in Section VI-A will reduce the coverage probability to a higher-order derivative of the Laplace transform of interference. While this derivative can be evaluated using Faa di Bruno's rule along with Bell polynomials, as done in [51] , [52] , exploiting the recursive structure of the expression, the coverage probability can also be expressed as a function of lower triangular Toeplitz matrix as presented in [53] . Similar approach has been followed in the performance analysis of multi-tier cellular system in [54] .
E. Millimeter Wave (mmWave) communication systems
The stochastic geometry tools introduced in this tutorial can also be used to analyze wireless systems operating at mmWave frequencies (above 30 GHz) [55] , [56] . These high frequency systems exhibit two fundamental differences compared to sub 6 GHz systems. The first difference is that the blocking of wireless signals as a result of various obstacles, such as buildings and foliage, is much more severe in mmWave systems. This necessitates the separate modeling of Line-of-Sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) links. For tractability, it is often assumed that the wireless link to a given BS is either LOS or NLOS with a certain probability independent of the state of the links to other BSs. The probability with which a BS is NLOS (also termed blocking probability) is dependent on the distance between the BS and the receiver of interest.
The effect of blocking can be modeled using random shape theory [57] or a LOS ball model [55] . Ultimately, given a typical user, the BS locations can be modeled as a superposition of two non-homogeneous PPPs, each modeling the LOS and NLOS BSs.
The second key difference is that mmWave systems will have large antenna arrays (each element being very small) which result in highly directional communication. Hence, Nakagamim fading with a large degree of freedom is more suitable for modeling mmWave channels compared to Rayleigh fading [55] . The non-homogeneity of the BS PPP process (consequence of blocking) and general Nakagami-m fading adds significant complexity to the analyses. The analysis can be extended to multi-tier mmWave systems [58] and the related multi-operator mmWave systems [59] through the superposition of more than one BS PPP. Given the level of interest and activity in mmWave cellular systems, we expect the application of stochastic geometry to mmWave communication to be a vibrant area of research in the coming years.
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